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material, the book contains correspondence, eulogies, essays, reports, and reviews. This
is accompanied by much scholarly commentary and meticulous exposition from Bru and
Cre´pel on the basis of impressive bibliographic sweep and incisive perception. The book is of
wide historical interest on account of Condorcet’s own breadth of activities and associations,
which include the names, in addition to those mentioned above, of d’Alembert, Arago, the
Bernoullis, Borda, Bossut, Buffon, La Condamine, Dupont de Nemours, Euler, l’Hoˆpital,
Huyghens, Lavoisier, Legendre, Necker, Pascal, Trembley, Turgot, Voltaire, and Wargentin.
It is also pleasantly formatted and pleasing to the eye.
Condorcet and Laplace overlapped in their interests and destinies only to a point. This
book, surely a labor of love, will help restore Condorcet to stature closer to that enjoyed by
Laplace. Their names have figured prominently in a recent conference, “The First American
Census in Methodological Perspective,” Washington, DC, Nov. 12–14, 1998, because of
their contemporaneity with Thomas Jefferson in Paris.
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Historical research naturally goes back and forth between theories and material, origi-
nal texts and their interpretation, questions and documents. The book under review makes
available for the first time a crucial set of 668 documents from the history of the so-
called Italian school of algebraic geometry; it contains the letters from Federigo Enriques
to Guido Castelnuovo (the other half of this correspondence seems to be lost). The let-
ters show the development of key notions of the theory of algebraic surfaces, often on a
day-to-day basis. To be sure, the letters that Enriques writes to his friend not only contain
mathematical discussions but also reflect a fair amount of the social life of the mathematical
community (comments on colleagues and their students, positions, university politics), top-
ics of general interest, and private matters (some of the latter have been suppressed in this
edition). In fact, the author has extremely widespread interests (in particular, in philosophy)
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and shares most things with his friend. The volume is an extraordinary editorial contribution
to the available documents about Italian algebraic geometry and academic life in Italy in
general at the turn of the 20th century, remarkable for its quantity as well as its quality.
The present book should naturally rekindle reflections about our ways of analyzing and
understanding this chapter in the history of mathematics.
Almost all pieces of the correspondence published here (666 of the 668, to be precise)
are dated between 1892 and 1906. They thus belong to what is called the “second phase”
of Italian geometry in an obituary notice for Corrado Segre [1], i.e., a period that covers (at
least) the last decade of the 19th century and the first of the 20th century. It is characterized
by the systematic attempt to generalize the algebraic geometric theory of curves (Riemann
surfaces) to higher dimensions, in particular to algebraic surfaces. Important authors here
were Castelnuovo, Enriques, Beppo Levi, Pasquale del Pezzo, Corrado Segre, and the
Frenchman ´Emile Picard, as well as Carlo Rosati and Ruggero Torelli, who were working
in a slightly different direction. All these mathematicians were building on earlier work
from the 19th century by such authors as “Cremona, Steiner, v. Staudt, Plu¨cker, Clebsch,
Cayley, Brill, Noether, and Klein” [1, 319], to whom one may want to add Eugenio Bertini,
Giuseppe Veronese, and others. The end of the “second phase” of Italian geometry is less
clear. Brigaglia and Ciliberto [2] use World War I as a general historical breakpoint. 1914
actually marks a sort of conclusion of the collaboration between Castelnuovo and Enriques
with the appearance of their second joint article for the German Enzyklopa¨die (see p. 687
of the book for the references to the nine joint papers of the two mathematicians), which
sums up the basic classification of algebraic surfaces.
Authors whose major work comes after the “second phase” include Giacomo Albanese,
Oscar Chisini, Annibale Comessati, Fabio Conforto, Gino Fano, Michele de Franchis,
Beniamino Segre, Gaetano Scorza, and of course the towering, if at times elusive, figure
of Francesco Severi, whose long and active life (1879–1961) links together the above-
mentioned “second phase,” via its continuation in the 1920s, with the disintegration of
Italian algebraic geometry in the midst of various attempts at a novel refoundation of the
whole domain under the influence of more abstract algebraic techniques. This final phase
was linked in an historically interesting way with world politics between the two world
wars: the criticism that created the most influential recasting of algebraic geometry in the
1940s was made by two emigre´s in America who had previously learned algebraic geometry
in Italy, Oscar Zariski and Andre´ Weil. Whereas the mathematicians in Germany or Austria
who tried to rewrite the foundations of the field—Wolfgang Gro¨bner, Erich Ka¨hler, Bartel
L. van der Waerden, and a few arithmeticians around Helmut Hasse—had closer contact
with Severi (Ka¨hler systematically published his articles on algebraic geometry in Italian,
and Severi wrote in German in the 1930s), their work was less influential for the further
development of algebraic geometry after World War II.
It was this later history that created the image of the Italian school of algebraic geometry
that is commonplace today and that was once expressed by David Mumford in the following
way: “The Italian school of algebraic geometry was created in the late 19th century by a
half dozen geniuses who were hugely gifted and who thought deeply and nearly always
correctly about their field.... But they found the geometric ideas much more seductive than
the formal details of the proofs.... So ... they began to go astray. It was Zariski and ... Weil
who set about to tame their intuition, to find the principles and techniques that could truly
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express the geometry while embodying the rigor without which mathematics eventually
must degenerate to fantasy” [3, xxv–xxvi]. Such statements do not clarify the relationship
between the notions and “intuitions” employed by the new algebraic theories and those of
the original Italian production, and thus fall short of describing the kind of mathematical
development at work between the various periods of algebraic geometry. In fact, one might
conceivably argue that Castelnuovo and Enriques in their correspondence do not discuss
the same type of thing that Zariski is studying in the 1940s. Such extreme philosophical
positions would of course not appeal to working mathematicians, but even some of them do
not simply pretend that there is no problem here. Johan de Jong’s web site, for instance (at the
time of writing this review, February 1999), indicates notes by Brian Conrad and himself
which contain current state-of-the-art proofs of old theorems: “Hopefully, by constantly
translating results obtained earlier into the language used at present, we can try to convince
ourselves and others that algebraic geometry is a ‘cumulative science’” [4].
All this has to be kept in mind to appreciate the usefulness of the present edition as a
mine of information about the early development of algebraic geometry. The most frequent
use that scholars of the history of algebraic geometry will make of the volume will be as
a constant reference for whatever detailed question they happen to be studying. To take a
random example: When looking at Andre´ Weil’s various attempts in 1940–1941, alternating
between Adolf Hurwitz’s analytic and Severi’s algebraic theory, to generalize the theory
of correspondences to characteristic p in view of proving the analogue of the Riemann
hypothesis for the zeta function of curves over finite fields, it is most intriguing to see letter
557 of the present edition (23 March 1903, p. 522), in which Enriques links Severi’s latest
work with Hurwitz’s paper and also discusses a finite generation result for divisors on an
algebraic surface, which, in turn, is close at least in spirit to Weil’s thesis of 1928.
The editors make the point that the correspondence, apart from providing tremendous
detail about the precise genesis of many key notions in the theory of algebraic surfaces, also
allows one to draw some global conclusions that correct false common notions about the way
Italian algebraic geometry developed. The example they give (p. xviii) concerns the intense
international contacts of the “Italian school,” in particular with French mathematicians,
which contradicts Dieudonne´’s account. In fact, letters written to Guido Castelnuovo by
Le´on Autonne, Eugenio Bertini, Georges Humbert, Max Noether, Picard, and Segre, which
are referred to by Enriques, are reproduced (without comment) in the appendices to the
present edition. (As for Segre, recall also the earlier publication [5] of extracts of the
correspondence between Segre and Castelnuovo.) Let us note here in passing the serious
problems that the editors had in transcribing Max Noether’s German letters: for instance,
p. 656, l. 11 should read “nachpru¨fen” instead of “nachpru¨fenn” and “wenigen” instead
of “weniger”; p. 656, l. 15, “Mathematiker” instead of “Mathematikern”; p. 657, l. 2/3
is a grammatical non sequitur (wrong verb?); p. 657, l. 10 should read “Mangel” instead
of “Mengel,” and “hinein” instead of “hinain”; p. 657, l. 16, “singul[a¨ren]” instead of
“singul[lularen]”; etc.
Enriques’s letters are reproduced with helpful and careful editorial remarks (footnotes
appended at the end of each item) containing elaborate cross references. The edition contains
a concise cronologia indicating relevant events for the years 1865–1956 (pp. xxi–xxvii); a
chronological list of Enriques’s letters (pp. 715–722); a very useful index of names (would it
have been too much to have asked for a subject index?); and a bibliography of Castelnuovo,
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of Enriques, and of works mentioned in the letters. Several facsimiles and pictures in the
center round off an exceptionally handsome book.
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